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Athletics (Boys)

Basketball (Girls)

Name of Student

H. No.

R-0036

Naehap Sharma

(Captain Colour)

R-00019 Ekamjot Kaur

(Half Colour)

B-0148

Lovepreet Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

R-00030 Kirandeep Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-0871

Arshdeep Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

Squash (Boys)

S-00065 Udham Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

J-00153 Jaspreet Singh

(Captain Colour)

R-00066 Karanvir Singh

(Full Colour)

J-00024 Arshmeet Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

R-0819

Komal Goyal

(Full Colour)

J-00057 Mansher Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

S-0947

Mehakpreet Singh

(Full Colour)

S-0952

Gurbhagat Singh

(Full Colour)

B-0880

Harsharan Singh

(Full Colour)

B-0996

Jaswant Singh

(Full Colour)

S-0943

Vibhanshu Tiwari

(Full Colour)

S-0999

Sukhwinder Singh

(Half Colour)

S-0197

Rana Udesh Partap Singh

(Half Colour)

R-0924

Harmanjot Singh

(Full Colour)

(Half Colour)

S-0886

Manvir Singh

(Full Colour)

H. No.

J-00157 Rajdeep Singh
Athletics (Girls)

S-0877

Name of Student

Amanpratap Singh

R-00222 Gurkirat Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded
(Full Colour)

Hockey (Boys)
S-0955

Akashdeep Singh

(Captain Colour)

S-0943

Vibhanshu Tiwari

(Full Colour)

J-00009 Jashanjeet Singh

(Full Colour)

S-0890

(Full Colour)

Shahbaz Singh

B-00199 Gurpavel Singh

(Half Colour)

J-00152 Ankita Delu

(Captain Colour)

J-00107 Gursahib Singh

(Half Colour)

R-00202 Anushtha Gupta

(Half Colour)

R-00150 Gurkirat Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00125 Parijotinder Kaur

(Half Colour)

B-00163 Jaskaranjot Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00184 Amanpreet Kaur

(Half Colour)

Hockey (Girls)

J-00111

(Half Colour)

Shrishti Dahiya

Soccer (Boys)
R-00066 Karanvir Singh

(Captain Colour)

B-0875

(Full Colour)

Paramveer Singh

B-00004 Pardeep Singh

(Full Colour)

R-00961 Chandan Mankoo

(Half Colour) Reawarded

R-0275

Pranshul Sood

(Half Colour)

R-0267

Kukshit

(Half Colour)

B-0241

Ravinder

(Half Colour)

S-065

Udham Singh

(Half Colour)

Basketball (Boys)

B-00134 Anmoldeep Kaur

(Captain Colour)

J-0929

(Full Colour) Reawarded

Rashanpreet Kaur

B-00153 Simran Kaur
B-0994

Harleen Kaur

(Full Colour)
(Full Colour)

R-00029 Gunjan Sandhu

(Full Colour)

R-00077 Gurjot Kaur

(Half Colour) Reawarded

S-00124 Pavneet Kaur

(Half Colour)

J-00318 Amrit Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-0958

(Half Colour)

Navneet Kaur

Volleyball (Boys)
B-00149 Harpreet Singh

(Captain Colour)

B-00151 Jaskaran Singh

(Full Colour)

J-00313 Sanjeet Singh

(Full Colour)

B-00029 Manpreet Singh Mann

(Captain Colour)

B-00150 Kabir Bawa

(Full Colour)

S-0960

Gurmanjit Singh

(Full Colour)

B-00239 Gursarnjit Singh

(Full Colour)

R-0922

Ranvir Singh

(Half Colour)

R-0961

Karanpratap Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00016 Hussanpreet Singh

(Half Colour)

B-0225

Paramveer Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00042 Manik Sohal

(Half Colour)

B-0143

Rathkaranveer Singh

(Half Colour)

J-0197

(Half Colour)

Aryan Bansal

Swimming (Boys & Girls)

Cricket
H. No.

H. No.

Name of Student

Name of Student

S-00047 Harmanpreet Hundal

(Captain Colour)

R-00119 Dev Beniwal

(Captain Colour)

R-0987

Gaurav Rathi

(Full Colour)

R-00100 Bhumanpreet Singh

(Half Colour)Reawarded

R-0993

Arshdeep Singh

(Full Colour)

S-00349 Sewak Singh Ghuman

(Half Colour)

R-0972

Ritik Singla

(Half Colour)

Horse Riding (Boys)

S-0989

Arshdeep Singh

(Half Colour)

S-0833

Rajvir Singh

(Captain Colour) Reawarded

S-0935

Balkaran Singh

(Full Colour) Reawarded

Badminton (Boys)
(Captain Colour)

B-00030 Sukhman Preet Singh

(Full Colour)

S-00187 Aryan Gaur

(Full Colour)

B-00040 Gurnawaz Singh

(Full Colour)

B-00137 Harnoor Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00052 Karmanpreet Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00134 Ayush Godara

(Half Colour)

R-0937

Harkamal Singh

(Half Colour)

B-00108 Amardeep Singh

(Half Colour)

J-00070 Inderveer Singh

(Half Colour)

J-00195 Taranjot Singh

(Half Colour)

Horse Riding (Girls)

J-00358 Yashik Garg

(Half Colour)

B-00298 Gurmanjot Kaur

(Captain Colour)

B-00334 Arin Batan

(Half Colour)

J-00161 Jaspreet Kaur

(Full Colour)

R-0097

Gursimran Kaur

(Half Colour)
(Half Colour)

J-0923

Rajat Sharma

Badminton (Girls)
J-00306 Navpreet Kaur

(Captain Colour)

J-00287 Karandeep Kaur

J-00376 Sanjam Sandhu

(Full Colour)

Band (Boys & Girls)

S-00302 Nazakat Ghuman

(Full Colour)

B-00085 Amitoj Singh

(Full Colour)

J-0053

(Full Colour)

R-00016 Aaditya Duggal

(Half Colour)

J-00199 Jasjot Kaur

(Half Colour)

J-00241 Ekamveer Singh

(Half Colour)

S-00183 Anukaranpreet Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-00126 Hargun Singh

(Half Colour)

J-00311 Jasmohit Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-0958

(Half Colour)

Aradhya Jain

Navneet Kaur

R-00030 Kirandeep Kaur

(Half Colour)

(Full Colour)

R-0131

(Half Colour)

B-00197 Harinderpal Singh

(Full Colour)

Skating (Boys & Girls)

J-00024 Arshmeet Singh

(Full Colour)

R-00194 Samarth Bundela

(Half Colour)

R-00212 Anushtha Gupta

(Half Colour)
(Half Colour)

Tennis (Boys)
J-0923

Rajat Sharma

Taekwondo (Girls)

Tanveer Kaur

R-0142

Guntaz Kaur

(Full Colour)

R-00155 Avnoor Verma

B-0234

Anmol Kaur

(Full Colour)

Table Tennis (Boys & Girls)

S-0185

Karmanjot Kaur

(Half Colour)

J-0993

S-0184

Amanpreet Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-00072 Arshdeep Kaur

(Captain Colour)

S-0103

Kamalpreet Kaur

(Half Colour)

R-00046 Chirayu Mittal

(Half Colour)

R-00045 Bholesh Mittal

(Half Colour)

R-00125 Hunar Mittal

(Half Colour)

S-0920

(Half Colour)

Cross-Country (Boys)
S-00065 Udham Singh

(Captain Colour) Reawarded

Cross-Country (Girls)
S-00125 Parijotinder Kaur

(Full Colour) Reawarded

Karanveer Singh

Kulwinder Singh

(Captain Colour)

Gymnastics
S-0926

Gurteerath Singh Brar

(Captain Colour)

Mathematics Workshop
Prof Shene from the University of Waterloo took a
Mathematics Workshop on April 6, 2017. It was
attended by students from Classes IX-X. He focused
mainly on reasoning and problem solving. Boys and
girls showed a lot of interest and benefited immensely
from their interaction with the professor.
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Headmaster's Mail
April 21, 2017
Dear Headmaster Jagpreetji
Thanks for looking after and giving so much respect
to the batch of 1967. We are indeed grateful to you,
the staff and the students of The PPS.
Right from the first day when I and Col Harjit
Chahal (J-49) came to meet you for arrangements of
the Golden Jubilee Reunion of 1967, you made us
totally relaxed with the words “I am more excited
than you about this Reunion”. Your recognition that
it was an historic and important event for not only
our class but also for the students and the whole
School put us completely at ease.
There was wonderful coordination amongst us as
far as the whole programme and arrangements were
concerned. It could not have been better. Just as an
example your arranging accommodation for all,
made me confident in telling each and every batch
mate that accommodation is arranged for you. The
whole class was thus devoid of the stress of looking
for suitable accommodation at Nabha.
After the heartiest welcome and welcome drink
with you, we all enjoyed interacting with students in
their classes. We asked questions; we answered
questions. It was revealing for us to know what
students are like today in The PPS. At the same time,
they were able to get a good idea of how students of
1960s were.
The lunch in the Dining Hall brought home the
familiar sound of changing of plates/trays. The
deeply embedded grace in our minds at the
beginning and end of the meal was very nostalgic.
What to talk of delicious Rajmah and Chawal in
between the graces! Then there were the usual
announcements at the end of the meal by the Head
Boy/Prefect. Reassuring to know that the traditions
of 1960s are still intact.
The Special Assembly was well conducted with the
dignity and grace. Your presentation on the changes
taking place in the School and your vision for the
future and how you are intending to achieve the
same made us feel that the school is in safe hands
and shall flourish further in the true meaning of our
motto “Onward and Upward”.

On behalf of the 1967 batch, I made a presentation so
that the present students could get a peep into the
history of our school, like origin of the School and its
growth till 1967. It is very important that future
students of the School know its history. As Lee Kuan
Yew, the mercurial PM of Singapore has said:
'Societies that do not know their past have no future.' It
is hoped that the students were able to imbibe some of
the salient points made.
The introduction of each Old Nabhaite on stage after
the presentations was voluntary, individualistic and
from the heart. We were all touched by the occasion and
feeling of being among present students. Our emotions
ran high. It was followed by two minutes silence for the
peace of the departed souls of our time (old boys and
Teachers). The whole function was very long but never
a dull moment for us of 1967. Having been students in
the school, I can imagine what hunger pangs the
students in the audience must be going through as it
went well beyond dinner time. I must appreciate their
patience for giving us a listening without any
disturbance. It speaks very well for their discipline.
The dinner was very pleasant in all aspects -- the
weather, the prevailing spirit, the bonhomie, the food
and service all worked out to the minutest detail. Even
the slide show as requested by me was in running and
many appreciated it. Overall it was a great end to a
great day.
I must thank you for arranging the School bus for our
picnic the next day (9th April). We all were to attend the
ONA Day after picnic. However, since everyone had
been attending the celebrations since the 7th, most of
us could not stay back as everyone had some pressing
issue or the other at home. The foreigners had to rush
back. Therefore, after picnic most of us left by our own
vehicles.
I am also attaching the Thank You notes sent by some of
1967 batch mates.
With deep regards and respect,
Dr Jashanjot Singh, MD
E-1701, Signature Towers, Sector-66A
Mohali-160065
v v v
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Dear Dr Jagpreet Singh

ONA members and PPS teachers and staff. Many
thanks for introducing me to your family.

To think that 50 years have gone by since I was in
Nabha is an important measure of my life and time to
me. The Golden Jubilee was an event to mark this
success of an entire batch and, in a way, a historic
moment for PPS too. I know from my experience how
these moments can be made historic or trivialised to
nothing. And I can say with deep gratitude and no
doubt in my mind that this is attributable to you and the
entire PPS Team. That you as their leader made it a
memorable and historic event.

May I congratulate you for an excellently organised
function to mark this historic occasion and request
you to share the Bravo Zulu with your wonderful
team! To the boys and girls of PPS the very best in their
future.
With warm regards and sincerely,
Capt IJ Arora (J-40, 1967)
PhD, MSc and MBA
v

The dynamism and enthusiasm with the
individualised touch in receiving each one of us,
making us feel as if we had never left this institution
was touching. At least I felt as if somehow, I was
always here at PPS and remained connected and
inspired by what I learnt and the values I imbibed to
what I achieved in life. That connection back after 50
years was to a significant extent the result of you
personally recognising the 1967 batch as a milestone
in the PPS history.

v

v

Lt Gen (Retd) RS Sujlana, PVSM, AVSM, VSM
Mobile No. 81461-96149
Email: sujlanaraj51@gmail.com
House No. 149
Silver City, MC Zirakpur
PO-SAS Nagar
Distt: Mohali-140603
(Punjab)
10 April 2017

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to interact
with the present students. The class I addressed asked
a lot of questions and their young vision for the future
and how to achieve it was refreshing and I am sure
because of the close involvement of the teachers,
housemasters and you. Do please convey my sincere
appreciation and congratulations to the teachers and
staff for their part in moulding the next generation
correctly with the true values on its onward and
upward path.

Dear Dr Jagpreet Singh
It was with tremendous nostalgia and a great sense of
elation and satisfaction that I returned from School.
To be back at school with my Class of '67 after 50 years
was nostalgic, but added with the bonhomie that we
received made us absolutely at home.
Our walk through the foyer, the corridors, our
dormitories (now class rooms), the lunch and the
Special Assembly coupled with the cornucopia of
courtesies, cheer and respect we received was just
super.

The assembly was indeed the highlight of the evening.
Your presentation delivered in the enthusiastic
manner with the belief and knowledge of where the
school is, where it should be and where it could be, to
me was a vision. It gave me/us the confidence that the
future alumni will continue to do the institution proud,
be great citizens and bring glory to the country. Thank
you for the thoughtfully designed and humbly
presented memento which will find a precious place in
my home together with the crests and logos of
submarines I commanded.

In our random interaction with the students, we felt
their vibes of confidence, inquisitiveness and
knowledge. Yes, they are being groomed well to fulfil
their ambitions. At lunch, while the fare and our care
was most appreciable, but importantly, what struck
the chord was the sense of urgency and task dedication
by all the staff who were serving the children - they
had their heart in their job.
Our 'Reunion' will remain etched in memory forever.
This letter is not a panegyric but words from the heart.
Please do convey a huge 'THANK YOU' to the entire

I enjoyed the dinner and meeting your Bursar, some
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faculty, staff and children. With you as the leader, the
School is in sound hands and we wish you the best in
all endeavours.

Our deepest thanks from the bottom of our hearts for
your warm welcome.

As time travels, we as time travellers hope to re-travel
to our 'Alma Mater' and rejuvenate ourselves,
whenever possible.

Thanks again all of you for making us feel a part of the
school family and for making our stay in our old
'home' comfortable.

May the School grow from strength to strength!
Onward and Upward!

At our age, it gave us great joy.

Regards and best wishes,
Raj Sujlana
v v
Dear Sir

To the Headmaster and Staff

Three cheers for all of you and for the school.
Gurinder Chhachhi (S-76), 1967 batch
v

v

v

v

Dear Sir
It was such a treat to be at the PPS to celebrate the 50th
reunion of 1967 batch as well as attending the ONA
day celebrations. I am grateful to the 1967 batch as
well as the school for having invited me to attend.

Thank you so much for looking after us so well during
our Golden Jubilee Reunion and ONA celebrations.
It was a delight to be in school and revive old
memories. It was indeed a pleasure to meet the
students and see their level of confidence and their
smart turn-out.

I thoroughly enjoyed interacting with the “old”
students. It was sort of a homecoming for me too.
Though I was not a student at the school, I learnt a lot
from the faculty members. I joined the School as PA to
Mr JK Kate at a very young age. I also grew up with the
students of the school who became my good friends. I
had an opportunity to do a better job (financially and
career wise) at Horlicks but I spurned it to be with Mr
JK Kate and School.

Thank you for the wonderful assembly and
presentation you had for us and spending time with us
in spite of your busy schedule.
It was a proud feeling to learn the school is doing so
well and new dimensions are being added all the time.
I loved going round and seeing the building and lawns.
They have always been a matter of pride for us.

The education imparted to the students was evident as
it bore fruit. PPS has been a home to me and I always
look forward to visiting it. I flourished under the
guidance of Mr Kate who taught me discipline,
values, hard work, humility and so many other traits. I
was very happy to be amongst the students. They are
the best.

Once again Sir thank you so much for your interest. I
take this opportunity to wish you, the staff and
students of PPS all the very best in their endeavours
and may you touch greater heights of glory.
Onward and Upward always,
With kind regards from Rajiv and me,
Jyoti Mahajan (Kate) (R-52), 1967 batch
v v v
Dear Sir

May the spirit of Onward and Upward stay with you
forever! Happy 50th to the 1967 batch.
Regards,

Tons of thanks for your personal involvement with us
all and creating such a positive atmosphere that we
relived our childhood moments from 1960-1967 and
memories knew no limits.

Pushap Raj (PA to Mr JK Kate 1960-75)
v

v

v

Journey down the Memory Lane!
Last week was a wonderful journey down the memory
lane - our batch Golden Jubilee. Jashanjot (S-52),
kudos to you and your huge reservoir of energy and
initiative that you made this memorable event happen.

You and your staff are etched in our memory for the
rest of our lives and bond created will live forever.
Yours sincerely
Col Amarjit Malik (S-46), 1967 batch
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The ice-breaking event of RV and dinner at DSOI
Chandigarh was a good idea which gave us all a chance to
meet the ladies and also catch up with our classmates and
childhood companions.
With an ideal setting by the Chandigarh chapter and high
spirits, the conversation and sentiments were in free
flow. Thank you, guys and particularly to Harjit (J-49)
who was in his elements!
Next morning, moving in a convoy had its own charm,
notwithstanding a wrong turn here and there. Meeting
the Effervescent Headmaster as a Group and the
bonhomie that followed made everyone feel at ease–
courtesy the warm welcome by the Headmaster who
made much of us! This exhilaration was in sharp contrast
to what one felt when we were summoned to HM's office
as kids in school!
Leaving us on our own to interact with the boys and girls
in the classroom was a novel idea and Rupa and me had a
blast chatting up with this new generation of Nabhaites.
We found a palatable difference in the confidence level
of the kids and their keenness to have a peep into the past
and searching questions about the future. Well done the
School faculty to bring about this great change.
We would like to thank the school authorities for inviting
us to join the kids for lunch and reminding us of the good
old times and especially saying the Grace. Food, as
usual, was sumptuous and served with warmth by the
Saabjis.
A special thanks to the Headmaster, staff and students for
the special assembly in the auditorium to honour our
batch and give us a lovely memento each. Headmaster's
presentation with changes that had been brought about
and what was in the pipeline was most satisfying and
encouraging. The current Nabhaites are certainly in
good hands to shape their future. The photo gallery, very
thoughtfully compiled, made us nostalgic and happy.
Giving each one of us a chance to address the audience
was a high point and made us feel like VIPs.
It was once again very gracious of the Headmaster to
have an exclusive dinner for our batch with select
invitees. It was very kind of Mr and Mrs Punia to be
present to bless our batch despite their advanced age.
Our grateful thanks to HM and his Team for laying out a
rich cuisine in lovely ambience. It was once again a great
opportunity to meet the staff and the select guests
associated with PPS as also with our kiddish gossip
amongst ourselves. We did overstay their hospitality but
the occasion demanded this liberty! Thank you for your
indulgence.

Although some thinning out commenced after the Party,
the diehards stayed back for a picnic at Rohti to recreate
the happiness of yesteryears. Thanks once again to
Engineer Randhawa of Irrigation Department, a young
ON, who made all arrangements for the picnic - that's
Nabhaites' spirit! A walk down Rohti canal, more tales
and a lavish round of chaat and south Indian spread kept
everyone in good humour.
Post lunch, final hugs and farewell banter brought us
back to reality from our nostalgic stupor that had
transformed us into kids for these golden moments!
This was a lifetime opportunity to enjoy our
childhood days - possibly never to be repeated in its
scale and memorable sentiments! We missed the
absentees and they have possibly missed a Golden
opportunity too.
Once again, special thanks to The PPS (Headmaster,
Staff and Students) for their time, effort and love and for
making us happy and proud alumni. Grateful thanks to
Jashanjot - the prima donna - of this celebration. Thanks
to all my loving classmates and their indulgent spouses,
for making us jubilant and reinvigorating us to continue
the Nabhaites' spirit in the finite time left for us. Cheers
and goodbye till we meet again.
With love,
Vinay (S-129) n Rupa.
v v v
April 30, 2017
Dear Jashanjot
We are finally recovered from our trip to India. JJ, I
would like to sincerely thank you for encouraging me to
join our classmates for the 50 Years Reunion at PPS
Nabha. It was a wonderful opportunity to meet most of
our classmates after 50 years. The Headmaster did a
tremendous job in organising the functions at the school
including the evening gala. I am certain that under his
leadership/direction PPS will become the premier
boarding school in India.
I thank the Chandigarh Chapter of the PPS 1967 batch for
the wonderful get acquainted dinner at DSOI and the
organising team for our Reunion.
Regards,
Karam Mann

v
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v

v

